Low-code is more popular than ever—but many companies are only scratching the surface of its power. Why? Because they’re running low-code projects with traditional high-code development practices. That’s like putting a minivan engine in a race car. You might get where you need to go, but if you want to see its full power, you need a turbocharged machine. To reach the full potential of low-code, avoid outdated, slow-going development approaches in favor of adding some key agile practices that will put you on the fast track.
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**Appian: Low-code done right.**

Appian was named a leader in low-code and was chosen by customers as the #1 enterprise low-code platform in 2021, according to Gartner². The Appian Low-code Automation Platform makes it fast and easy to build powerful solutions for complex business problems.

Learn more about the Appian Low-code Automation Platform.
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